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Macromolecular protein complexes perform essential biological functions across
life forms. A fundamental, though yet unsolved question in biology is how the
function of such complexes is regulated by intracellular or extracellular signals. For
instance, we have little understanding of how forces affect multi-protein machines
whose function is often mechanical in nature. We address this question by
studying the bacterial flagellar motor, a large complex that powers swimming
motility in many bacteria. This rotary motor autonomously adapts to changes in
mechanical load by adding or removing force-generating ‘stator’ units that power
rotation. In the bacterium Escherichia coli, up to 11 units drive the motor at high
load while all the units are released at low load. We manipulate motor load using
electrorotation, a technique in which a rapidly rotating electric field applies an
external torque on the motor. This allows us to change motor load at will and
measure the resulting stator dynamics at single-unit resolution. We found that the
force generated by the stator units controls their unbinding, forming a feedback
loop that leads to autoregulation of the assembly. We complemented our
experiments with theoretical models that provide insight into the underlying
molecular interactions. Torque-dependent remodeling takes place within seconds,
making it a highly responsive control mechanism, one that is mediated by the
mechano-chemical tuning of protein interactions.
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